The Navigators Singapore
Community Ministries

Who We Are
We are a generational movement of men & women in their 20s and 30s living and
spreading the Gospel within and beyond Singapore.
We are singles, couples and people with young families who desire to build security
and significance with God as our compass in this stage of life.
What We Do
We want to "know Jesus intimately, make Him know impact-fully and help others to
do the same intentionally.” We do this in small mentoring groups meeting near our
workplaces or homes. We help to develop career and ministry by conducting
seminars and workshops by experts in their fields. We also build young godly
families through family-oriented mentoring and programmes.
<READ MORE>
Know Jesus Intimately
• Encouraging individuals to grow in their personal relationship with Jesus,
emphasizing on the practice of the spiritual disciplines.
• Empowering individuals with biblical convictions regarding all issues in their
lives through in-depth bible studies in their various bible study groups.
Make Him Known Impact-fully
• Enabling individuals to evangelize as a lifestyle and help establish the fruits of
their labour.
• Enhancing a discipling community in the 20s-30s; both in small and large
groups, focusing on the Purpose of the ministry.
Help Others to Do the Same Intentionally
• Equipping leaders with discipling skills to be mentors of small bible study
groups.
• Encouraging and living out generational disciplemaking by personally
investing time, energy, prayer, and love into emerging laborers.

Who We Are
The Navigators thrive on campuses & with young people. Disciple-making is fervent
& intense in that arena. But once off campus, careers & marriage & family crept upon
graduates & somehow it is a little slower & complicated to make disciples. Welcome
to the alumni-community world!
The current ACM age group focuses on those 40-60, even 70. We found that
disciple-making is still relevant but albeit with a different pace. Many in this age
group are weak, worn & weary. Jesus' invitation in Mt 11:28 is particularly attractive,
'Come to me, all you who are weak and weary-laden and I will give you rest'. The
Holy Spirit's role in coming alongside to encourage, enable & empower is much
welcome. Hence similarly when we work with them, we do it in the same manner.

What We Do
We encourage our people to meet up regularly in twos & threes, praying for one
another & sharing from the Word. In bit-size, not in gushing torrents. Emphasis from
Ezra 7:10. 'study, observe, teach'. The Word observed, applied in one's own life
becomes a powerful teaching tool We also organise seminars and workshops by
established and experienced industry and Christian leaders to empower believers to
finish well in life.

